
The Structure of a Text 
How does the author ORGANIZE or BUILD a text? 

 

Text Structure & Characteristics  Signal Words  Thinking Map 

Description 
 

The author describes a topic, idea, 
person, place, or thing by listing its 

features, characteristics, or examples. 

for instance       an example 
such as              to illustrate 
to begin with      too 
also                    another 

 

Sequence 
 

The author lists items or events in 
numerical or chronological order. 

Describes order of events or how to do or 
make something. 

first                   finally  
then                  second 
following           before  
next                  not long after 
after that           soon 
before               in the end 
now    

 



Compare & Contrast 
 

The author explains how two or more 
things are alike and/or how they are 

different. 

same as             either 
Both                   similar 
however             alike 
instead of           although 
as well as  
words that end in -est 

 

Cause & Effect 
 

The author lists one or more causes or 
events and the results that occur.  

so                        because 
reason                 therefore 
as a result           in order to 
Since                   if…...then 
as a consequence 

 

Problem & Solution 
 

The author states a problem and gives 
one or more possible solutions. 

this led to             question 
because               due to 
Solve                    therefore 
solution                possible 
solution                since 
problem 

 



 


